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Commitment to scholarly publishing ethics and introduction of the connector author
We,

the

authors

of

the

article

entitled

"...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................."
approve to send this article to ………………………………………………………………. journal and declare that this
article is not under revision in any other scholarly journals at the time of submission to the journal and
will not be sent to any other scholarly journal during the revision at the journal until the definite answer
about it. We choose …………………………………………………………………. (one of the authors) as the connector
author and delegate all the responsibility of the article to him/her regarding to follow the relation with
the ………………………………………………………………. journal.

Assignment of the publishing rights
We, the authors, with full liberty and awareness, assign all the rights of publishing of this article (not of the
content) to ………………………………………………………………. journal and the journal is free completely to
publish this article in any format (print, online, CD, indexing in databases and etc.) and use the potential
financial benefits of publication. This right is just negated by rejection of the article in the journal or
withdrawing the authors from publishing it before the final acceptance.

Disclosure of Potential Conflicts of Interests
If this article is extracted from a dissertation or research project, write down its specifications:

Who have funded the research that has resulted in production of this article?

Clearly mention the potential conflicts of interest between each of the contributing factors in the
production of this article (sponsors, scholars, and writers).

Introducing the authors, their order of appearance and their contribution
We, the authors (names and orders of appearance are as the below table), by awareness of the nonchangeability of the names, orders of appearance and information of authors (no authors can be added or
removed at all) declare that we all have contributed in producing this article (doing the researches or
writing the article) and no names have been added without having an effective role to the article. From the
following authors, the row No. ……… is introduced as the correspondent author whose name will come as
this on the published article. Corresponding author Email: ………………………………………………………………………
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1 The

whole name of each person as it should be written in the article;
Such as PhD, MSc, MD, etc.
3 Affiliation for each author must be accurately as
"Group or Department, School or Research Center, University or Institute, City, Country"
4 Main/Subsidiary Researcher, Data Analyzer, Writer of the Introduction, Writer of the Discussion, or Methodologist; the contribution
must be declared as percentage (must be 100% as whole).
5 Each author MUST sign his/her name row.
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